
The first floor has been raised and the three concrete towers are 
now surrounded by a wild garden.

The concrete guesthouses, swallowed by wilderness, are 
accessed from all sides via grand escalators.

My train arrived on time at 3.35. Straight to the Hotel.
Foreigner!

The intimacy of the guest room contrasts with the culture of the 
contemporary. A seamless, atomized space of tranquility.

Woke up. Bottles of brandy and hash spread across the hotel 
room floor, I have been reading Proust for the past nine hours.

I spend the evening in the hotel bed contemplating, washed in the 
blue light of my laptop.

I thought feeling secluded and interlinked at the same time was 
never possible, until now.

Is this a game, always the same, does one resemble the other?
But there’s nothing there, everything passes, over and over again. 

Does it glitter when the sun hits it?

The dense white mist provides anonymity. It feels almost like a 
person that answers my actions.

Is this a mirror, are they all the same? Are we all the same, in 
waves? 

Does it have a body as wavy as water? Does it stand in one place? 
But not still, but not loud either, but always in motion.

A system of movable thresholds and protocols of opening and 
closing facilitate smooth passage through the building.

Through addition, subtraction, multiplication and division the 
building becomes a permeable interior without hierarchy.

A timed sequence of doors, passages, and corridors marks a 
graudal retreat from the hectic city, into grey noise.

The building is like an automated organism — mechanisms open 
and close, letting me pass through it in a controlled manner.

An elevator takes guests directly to their individual bedroom, 
separated and connected at the same time. 

These white, anonymous guest rooms have become sponges, 
hosting strange uninvited guests inside their crevices.

I enter my room through a system of tunnels and thresholds.
I do not encounter anyone else.

Its three buildings are completely
detached from their local context. 

Swiss Dubais
Swiss Mogadishus, Swiss Pearl River Deltas.

An infra-ordinary background for the flux that gives it a fleeting, 
constantly mutating face.

The infrastructure becomes a material component within a digital Here architecture, is a hollow shell emptied of its meaning and 
function.

The efficient hospitality of the Swiss concrete grid is exported to 
the world through a network of proliferating guest houses. 

Unfamiliarity, lack of identity, gray noise. 
Complete alienation as the most radical form of openness.

Rigidity, opacity, facelessness, and remoteness become a quality 
of life.

Dimmed light illuminates the space, guests lingering in the mist. An extensive escalator passes through the corridors, aiming for 
the roof terrace, the sun sets.

I long not for fake inclusion, for sedentary repetition. I dream the 
liberating flow of soft, grey anonymity.

Does the same come in waves?
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I came to make images that are enclosed but frameless just like 
Kafka‘s spaces. Movement without a cause and without arrival. I arrive in an automated lobby.


